The development of a long, dual-platform triaxial walkway for the measurement of forces and temporal-spatial data in the clinical assessment of gait.
Force-plate measurement of the ground reaction force (GRF) has, for many years, been considered a vital component of the comprehensive assessment of human gait in the clinical context. For example, the data can be used in the adjustment of prostheses and orthoses and in identifying the mechanisms underlying a gait dysfunction. However, commercial force plates are usually only capable of measuring GRF data from one step in a single traverse. That can lead to problems of 'targeting' and, with less able subjects, fatigue before the necessary data have been collected. Previous work at the University of Surrey resulted in a prototype dual-platform force walkway capable of measuring the vertical component of the GRF and estimating the position of application of that force for multiple foot contacts in a single traverse. In addition, temporal-spatial information, e.g. speed and step length, could also be determined. This paper describes the development of a longer walkway that can measure the three orthogonal components of the GRF and provide and a more accurate estimate of the position of application of that force. Software to allow the rapid reduction of gait data to useful clinical information has also been developed.